What type of WETT-certified professional do I need?
WETT primarily certifies individuals in the following categories
(and combinations thereof ):
SITE® Basic Inspector — These are individuals who can perform a Visual
inspection.
Technician — These are individuals who can install or perform maintenance
on wood-burning appliances. They can also perform a Visual or Technical
inspection.
Chimney Sweep — These are individuals who can clean and maintain your
entire wood-burning system, including sweeping the chimney. They can also
perform a Visual or Technical inspection.
SITE® Comprehensive Inspector — These are individuals who can perform
a Visual, Technical or Invasive inspection. These individuals are also
technicians and/or sweeps.

How can I verify that someone is certified?
You can verify that someone is certified by checking the WETT Inc. website www.
wettinc.ca or by calling the WETT National office at 1-888-358-9388.

I Need My Wood-burning System Inspected
Inspections of solid-fuel-burning systems (fireplaces, chimneys, wood-burning stoves,
central-heating systems) are conducted for a variety of reasons. Typically, they are
conducted for insurance purposes, for real estate transactions or to investigate a concern
with the way the system is functioning.

It is important to note that WETT certifies individuals, not companies. Companies
may advertise that they have WETT-certified people on staff.
When contacting companies, you
should make it clear that you
are looking for a WETT-certified
individual to complete work on
your behalf. WETT professionals are
issued photo ID cards, which include
a sticker. This sticker must be for the
current year.

Add your company information, logo
and contact details here.
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Can I get a WETT inspection or a WETT certificate?
A WETT inspection is the inspection of a solid-fuel-burning system, performed by a
WETT-certified professional, for compliance with applicable codes and standards.
Appliances or installations cannot be WETT certified.
WETT frequently receives requests for a “WETT certificate,” a “WETT certification,” a
“WETT approval” or asked if it’s a “WETT-certified installation.” We also receive requests
for companies that are “WETT certified.” These are common misconceptions — they do
not exist. What should be issued is an inspection report completed by someone who is
WETT certified. The WETT certification number of the member should be included on
his or her report.
Contact a WETT-certified professional to inspect your solid-fuel-burning system. WETT
has adopted a process to help identify the level of inspection required. We call this
SITE®.

